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Theme 

SEWER RATS. Not just gross creatures that live under the city in the pipelines. They 

have a life. They have needs. My game tells the untold story of the life of a rat. In my 

game titled SEWER RATS the players take on the role of a rat in a group of rats 

racing underneath a city trying to be the first rat to make it to the cheese factory at 

the end without running out of lives. Along the way they may be steered off the main 

path and end up at certain locations that could impact their lives. If they run out of 

lives before the end they may resurrect at stated locations.  

 

Background  

My game Sewer Rats will fall under the genre of a family game. It doesn’t limit itself 

to a short age range or to a specific gender. It is a 2-4 player game that can be 

played by ages 11 and up. The reason it can’t be played by a younger audience is 

because of the complexity of the rules. It would be harder for a younger child to 

understand.  

Other titles that look similar in the market can be found on boardgamegeek.com 

when searching up for key words such as ‘sewer’ and ‘underground’ and ‘pipeline’. 

These are some similar looking titles that I came across. These include Legends 

Untold: The Great Sewers Novice Set (2019) and King of New York: Sewer Crocs 

(2016). 
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Getting my game published will include starting up a project on Kickstarter. As well 

as getting prints done through the website The Game Crafter where you can upload 

your designs and they will print them onto the box, game board and instructions.  

https://www.kickstarter.com/ 

https://help.thegamecrafter.com 

 

To market my game I will focus on using social media to educate the public about 

the game. For this I will make a Facebook page for Sewer Rats and create 

instructional videos on YouTube explaining the game and the game rules. 

 

For the future of the game I can envision the expansion of the idea into a mobile 

game with the same kind of idea from the extremely popular games of Temple Run 

and Subway Surfer. Where the rats will be running through the sewer and you must 

direct them on which way to go. 

 

Rules 

- each player starts with 3 pieces of cheese (these will act as your lives) 

- place the remaining cheeses onto the locations that have the blank triangles  

- start on start  

- Roll the dice. Player with the highest number goes first. 

- If you land on a space with an arrow that goes into a location you may collect 

a piece of cheese from it 

- If you land on a space that doesn’t have an arrow you must spend a piece of 

your own cheese on your next turn in order to be able to role again 

https://www.kickstarter.com/
https://help.thegamecrafter.com/
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- Place your cheese back into a location that has cheeses (doesn’t have to be 

on a blank space) 

- if you land on an intersection you may follow the path that goes up the board 

- if you land on a bad location that doesn’t have any cheese you must lose a 

cheese  

- if you run out of cheese you may resurrect at closest cat café, pet store or jail. 

Depending on which one is closer to your current position 

- you can’t move to a resurrection spot above or next to you. It must be below 

you  

- you will also get three more cheeses as this a reset 

- to win you must get to the end and roll the exact amount of spaces until the 

cheese factory on the dice  

 

Key mechanics 

The important mechanics of the game include the rolling of the dice the collection of 

cheeses and the distribution of them when you have to spend them to move. The 

player can place them strategically so they are able to be recollected in the future or 

they can place them so that another player can’t get them. 

 

My games 3 act structure includes. Act 1: starting off getting the hang of the game 

and rolling the first few times. Act 2 : people start losing cheeses and racing up the 

board. Act 3: players start reaching the finish and having to roll the exact amount on 

the dice to get to cheese factory. 

 

 

Ideation 

The idea of Sewer rats came from an in class activity where we all wrote down quick 

spark ideas within 5 minutes. I took the idea of sewer rats and brainstormed a heap 

of ideas for it and that’s how the initial idea for this board game was created. 

 

The first creation of this game included me making the look of the board. I did this in 

class on one of the small whiteboards. I used a whiteboard so that I could easily 

erase parts that didn’t look good and start again. At this point all I knew was I wanted 

the board to look similar to Pacman. I was intrigued by the interesting design and 
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how it looked like a tunnel so as the wise man once said “good artists copy, great 

artists steal”. But i had to alter the design of Pacman a little to make spaces between 

the tunnels so that I could include the buildings and locations.  

 

 

 

Creating & Playtesting  

Sewer Rats board game will include : 

Box, board, instructions, 4x little plastic rats and 30 cheese pieces 

 

BOARD #1 created on the 10/05/2019 in class:  This was attempt number 1 of the 

game board. After showing it to friends in class the first response was “wow that is 

way too small”. The problem with this design was that there wasn’t enough places to 

move and not enough locations so the game would be over in a matter of minutes. 

So I erased it all and started on another one of a much larger scale. 
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BOARD #2 created on the 10/05/2019 in class: I created a board twice as big with 

more squares and more locations. This one seemed to look a lot better and was a 

design that I really enjoyed. This was when my game idea really started coming 

together. 

 

 

I then recreated the same design onto a piece of paper so I could keep It and then 

needed to figure out the mechanics of the game and the key components. I started 

off with : 

Each locations have cheese on them  

Roll the dice to move  
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If you land on a location you pick up a card  

The card chooses your fate and choose if you get to collect the cheese or not  

Get to the end first with the most cheeses  

 

 

 

As soon as I started creating rules for the cards I realised that it wasn’t going to work 

as I had no idea what to write on them and creating all different rules for each 

location became very difficult so I quickly scraped the idea of using cards to 

determine your fate and I turned my attention to the role of the cheese. 

 

I decided on the idea that the cheese acts as lives for the players. Each player will 

start with 1 cheese as lives and when you move if you land on one of the arrows that 

point into a location you may take a cheese from it. If you have landed on a space 

that doesn’t have an arrow on your next turn you must spend one of your cheeses in 

order to move. Your cheese may be placed onto any location. If you land on a 

crossroads you must follow it up.  

 

Playtest #1- 17/05/2019 
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I used the board above for the first playtest with friends in class and recorded their 

feedback. After a quick playthrough the feedback I got was mixed reviews. 

Positive: 

- it has a strong theme  

- strong engagement  

- nice design  

Negative  

- rules were hard to understand 

- not enough lives  

- doesn’t go for long enough  

 

Playtest #2- 19/05/2019 

With this feedback in mind I began recreating a newer version of my game and made 

it twice as big so the game would go for longer and there is more locations to travel 

to. I started refining the rules and  made new cheese pieces that look like triangles 

instead.   

 

This is where I created my final rules for the game. I sat down two of my friends and 

showed them those rules and begun my last set of playtesting began. 

 

Playtest #3 -24/05/2019 
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For the final round of play testings the last feedback I got was  

-put more arrows on the board to avoid having to spend so many cheeses all the 

time  

-make the ending harder to achieve  

- when you get to the end you have to roll the exact amount of spaces left until the 

cheese factory to win 

- make the board more colourful  

iteration 

After receiving the feedback from my playtesting I altered the rules each time to fix 

the issues that I had. The main issues identified was not having enough cheeses to 

start off with, there not being enough arrows on the board and the rules being hard to 

explain. By changing the rules my game became more engaging and was easier to 

play and more enjoyable for the players. 

Final thoughts 

The final look of my game Sewer Rats would use an eye catching colour palette for 

my design but still making It look kind of grungy and gross. I would go for the look of 

greens, purples blacks and whites. Initially inspired by the designs and colours from 

the show teenage mutant ninja turtles.  

 

Design inspiration  

 

Colour palette 
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Will you make it to the cheese factory in time ? 

Play to find out …. 
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